Sidereal Love & Sex Sign Matchups

SPRING IS HERE! Don’t get sprung on the wrong person. Improve the odds of finding a lover with the new astrology system. Locate the
Sidereal Signs*of you and your exisiting or potential lover, then which of you is the top or bottom, and go to the appropriate box!
Works on one-night stands, torrid affairs, or a long term connection. Visit siderealsigns.com for more info about Sidereal signs.
*Your Sidereal Sign is your true sign, according to astronomical data, and in most cases will change from the false, Tropical sign you thought you were.
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ARIES April

Two Aries
meet, fight
first then
have great
sex

Sticky sex and
mad love,
then Aries
bolts or butts

Gemini will
flee from
obtuse,
offending
Aries

Aries gets
fired up, then
gets fired by
Cancer, a
bigger bully

Sex first,
argument
later, total
frustration in
the end

Virgo will be
happy to
analyize
Aries’ sex
problems

Looks good:
fly, sexy, but
temporary
matchup for
Aries

Good for all
out sex and
decorating
the house

All night sex,
then disputes
and pure
hatred

Busy Virgo,
petty
squabbles,
unhappy
Taurus

Taurus will
never trust
Libra (for
good reason)

Torrid sex,
then permanent love or
both run for
your lives

This works if
Cap will
spend the
whole
paycheck

Distant,
Aquarius,
passiveaggressive
Taurus

Pisces lies will
drive Taurus
up the wall
with desire
and lust

Gemini
Sexual curiosdoesn’t take
ity leads to
direction that experimentawell
tion

Almost like
brother and
sister incest

This pair will
dazzle the
crowd, then
each other.

Gemini in
This is a
Dead in the
bondage;
horny duo
water, unless
maybe its fun when the talk
Gemini is
for Scorpio
stops
stoned

Not bad for
brief affair,
otherwise
jealousy

No love, but
could be a
great clandestine affair

(MASCULINE)
(FEMININE)

14-May 14

TAURUS
May 15June 14

GEMINI
June 15-july
16

CANCER
July 17-Aug.
16

LEO
Aug. 17Sept. 16

VIRGO
Sept. 17Oct. 16

An equal
Shared
Gemini talks,
matchup that interests in Gemini walks,
lasts and
oral sex,
has affairs
lasts—in hell accumulation, while Taurus
wealth
stews
Nothing in
common but
quick,
hotspot sex,
so what?

Taurus will
do the nasty
on Gemini all
night long

Too many
good
questions,
no good
answers!

Great S&M
sex, greater
fantasies

Taurus can
penetrate
hard and
slow

Cancer
mothers and
smothers
Gemini

Crabs in a
bucket. Don’t
ever try to
leave!

Yahoo! The
Strange
So long as
battle royale: desires meet,
Gemini is
torrid sex,
love can grow willing to pay
then death
and grow!
homage and
match
Leo listens

Can Leo not
offend
Cancer?

Nov. 16Dec. 15

SAGITTARIUS
Dec. 16Jan. 13

CAPRICORN
Jan. 14Feb. 12

AQUARIUS
Feb. 13Mar. 13

PISCES
Mar. 14April 13

CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS

Jan. 14Feb. 12

Feb. 13Mar. 13

Aries will feel
Crazy sex
raped,
yet no love
Scorpio won’t can make fire
give a damn
fight a
washout
The only
affair here
can only
happen via
email

Scorpio will
be waiting for
Aries’
downfall

This is an
explosive
sexual
bonanza or
bust

The beast
with two
backs + the
other 68
ways

Great sex, but Virgo will wilt
who’s taking
Leo’s sex
care of
drive with
business?
criticism

So long as
Leo stays on
the bottom;
not long!

After the winNo-holds
win sex,
barred sex
comes the no may be too
win life
much for Cap

Leo will get
stood up
once too
often

Sounds good
in theory, but
no go!

A sex
marathon
where the
winner takes
all

Cap thinks
Gemini can
be changed.
Hah!

PISCES
Mar. 14April 13

Great if
No way! this
Aquarius likes is madness!
competition
Lies and
in bed
slander!

Burning with
Leos don’t
Erotic
passion, no
like to be
potential, but
understandbossed
how do you
ing
around in bed
connect?

Lovely sex,
dream come
true until
Pisces starts
lying
A matter of
time before
exasperation
sets in

Mutual
No security in
Two ships
respect will
this love
passing in the
help between
affair
night, one is
the sheets
the Titanic

Two Libras
Scorpios
Like “out-of- Good sex but Very shaky in
Let’s hope
won’t share
don’t play
town” sex,
separate
the fidelity
Pisces knows
the limelight part time love what a thrill!
bedrooms
dept.
how to please
for long
affair

Fast and furi- This could be Sexually, each Scorpio can’t Jealous Scorp
ous, then
a long term will “service” be analyzed
will stalk
nothing much relationship
the other
and like it for flighty Libra
nicely
long

No way is
Gemini can’t
Taurus gonna perform on
fall for it
command like
Sag.

How bad
does Aries
want to be
dominated?

Male +
Great slow
Just great
Finally, someSo long as
This could
Each must
Female roles sex until Virgo sex, but then
one who
Sagittarius is work in the
love in your
are in sync
wants to be
you must
understands! on the top all
lab, but
own way to
alone, Cancer
part, no
And can oral
goes well
Capricorn can survive day to
freezes up
broken hearts
sex you!
be too cruel
day

Pride and
Whoa! Some
Endless
Virgo will use Virgo will wilt
Great sex
Virgo will be Excellent for
Instant disprejudice,
thorough
mutual
Cancer, who
Leo’s sex
becomes rare
turned on,
sex, but Scorp like, possible
great combo!
sexing is
masturbation, will do it to
drive with
and then it’s then off then has too many
one night
taking place
but fun!
impress
criticism
mechanical
on again
secrets
stand
here
eventually

LIBRA
Do opposites Great sex but
Fantastic
Maybe CanOct. 17-Nov. attract? Yes! Libra will get foreplay, what cer will trust
bored soon
about
Libra; not for
15
orgasm?
long!

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS
Dec. 16Jan. 13

More like
Sex only
medical dis- works if Scorp
section than
can accept
sex
the lies

Capricorn
gets fussy,
Scorpio gets
some-one
else

Airhead
meets
warhead

Wonderful
until Scorpio
catches Pisces

The
master and
his willing
slave (?)

Fireworks
won’t cover
up basic
inertia

Can Virgo
Two big time This is more In sex, it’s not
This is a
Two singles
Too many
blindly follow
liars meet
like torture
who gets to battle of wills, who want to
chiefs, no
Sag into
and have sex than true love the finish line
not of the
stay single indians in this
bliss? No
together
first!
sexes
powwow
doubt!

Too many
chiefs, no
indians in
this powwow

Boss Cap is
the power
behind the
throne

Sexual bliss
in a low-key
sort of way,
the Earth
may move

Cap won’t
want to be
just one of
Libra’s
conquests

Sex only leads Sag can make You’ll bore
Works if the
to problems
Capricorn
each other to Cap wants to
of power and scream and
death with
take on a
abuse
holla
the perfect
challenge
relationship

Can Cap
sublimate
anxiety for
plush sex?
No!

Spectacular This tryst may Interesting
Great for
War in the
These sexual
Does Libra
Aquarius
It’s a love-the Cap will try to This probably This is pure
sex, eventual bring Aquar- conversation, Oedipus com- East, war in signals can’t
need a
doesn’t take
one-you’repin Aquarius
won’t ever
love; the sex
estrangement ius down to
no sexual
plex relation- the West, war be deciphered sidekick or a to total domi- with situation to the ground get off the
should follow
earth
chemistry
ships
all over
lover?
nation
ground

This is a
receipe for
violence and
abuse

Pisces will
drive Taurus
mad with
lust, then
mad

Great friendship, business
arrangement,

Cancer will
turn into a
monster

Correct
sexual roles
lead to total
bliss

Virgo will
make Pisces
slowly but
surely go
underground

Looks good,
works good,
feels good!

Jealous Scorpio is too
much for
Pisces

Quick and
dirty love
affair, no-one
really cares

Great sex
potential,
usually
unrealized
fantasy

Aquarius is
Two prima
smitten with donnas in the
desire, Pisces
same love
isn’t
affair? No
way!

